City of Willoughby Hills

RESOLUTION NO. 2019-1

A RESOLUTION COMMENDING K-9 OFFICER SHANNON VACHET FOR HIS OUTSTANDING DUTY PERFORMANCE WHILE RESPONDING WITH K-9 PARTNER “RAZOR” TO A MUTUAL-AID CALL.

WHEREAS, on September 1, 2018, K-9 Officer Shannon Vachet was working general patrol duty and was requested by the City of Wickliffe for K-9 assistance to track a wanted suspect who had fled on foot during an arrest situation; and

WHEREAS, after arriving on the scene, Officer Vachet initiated a K9 track for the wanted suspect and diligently worked the track with K9 Razor until the suspect was located; and

WHEREAS, Officer Vachet displayed outstanding leadership by taking command of the arrest situation and guiding the on-scene officers during the arrest; and

WHEREAS, the suspect was arrested without incident and Officer Vachet’s command presence ensured the safe and successful conclusion to the operation; and

WHEREAS, the manner in which Office Vachet performed his duties demonstrates his enduring commitment to serving and protecting his fellow officers as well as the communities surrounding Willoughby Hills.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF WILLOUGHBY HILLS, COUNTY OF LAKE, STATE OF OHIO THAT:

SECTION 1. The City Council of Willoughby Hills hereby acknowledges the heroic actions taken by Officer Shannon Vachet and especially want to extend its appreciation to Officer Vachet and his former K-9 Partner “Razor” for their exemplary service to our community.
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